
YOUR DIGITAL WORKFLOW STARTS HERE 
The fastscan.io™ Scanning Solution combines Medit® scanning technology with 
a seamless connection to Glidewell to deliver an affordable, straightforward path 
to digital dentistry. 

 ■  With a high-speed 70 FPS camera tip, easily complete a full-arch scan in 
less than a minute, creating a full-color digital impression of the mouth with 
all the details needed for a perfect restoration.

 ■  Help patients better envision treatment plans and increase your case 
acceptance with the help of Smile Design, Ortho Simulation, and other 
popular Medit applications.

 ■  � Say goodbye to automated phone lines and overseas call centers.  
With fastscan.io customer support, you get personalized help from an 
actual Glidewell technician at our California campus.

 ■  Enjoy a seamless connection to Glidewell for a 3-day turnaround and 
$20 savings or more per unit on model-free cases.

WHAT YOUR PEERS ARE SAYING ABOUT THEIR  
EXPERIENCE WITH FASTSCAN.IO

NEW!

fastscan.io lives up to the name — 
its  speed and simplicity are exactly 
what we needed to expand our 
in-office treatments at a fraction of 
the cost of other scanners on the 
market. The fact that it has no monthly 
fees and even includes a cart, laptop, 
and monitor is outstanding. 

− Joshua Prentice, DDS 
Bend, OR

Some in my staff had never used a 
scanner before. But after just two tries 
with fastscan.io, their scans looked just 
as good as mine! The training was 
great, the hardware is easy to use, 
and the Glidewell lab is wonderful.  
I can’t say enough great things.

 − George Marquis, DDS  
Fulton, MS

I looked at the Medit scanner on its own 
before and I was interested in it as a 
product, knowing the speed and what 
it offered. But once it was integrated 
directly to Glidewell, and considering 
we do 97% of our lab work through 
Glidewell anyway, the value of the 
fastscan.io Scanning Solution was 
honestly a no-brainer. 

− Jonathan Enright, DMD 
Warren, RI

SCAN THE QR CODE  
FOR MORE INFORMATION. 
www.fastscan.io  
844-949-7184



HOW DOES THE FASTSCAN.IO™ SCANNING SOLUTION STACK UP 
AGAINST OTHER SCANNERS?

iTero Element® 5D+ Trios 5 
CEREC®  

Primescan AC
fastscan.io™

Monthly 
Subscription Fee

Yes Yes Yes No

High Accuracy 3 3 3 3

Weight 500 g 345 g 457 g 245 g

Open System 
Design 3 3 X 3

Price $49,000 $25,900 $44,595 $18,990

Caries Detection 
Software 3 X X 3

Includes a Cart 3 X 3 3

Lab Support X X X 3

Training 3 3 3 3

Maximize Your Scanning Potential 
With a fastscan.io™ Today! 

Contact us for our current promotional trade-in offers 
and payment plans on the fastscan.io™, fastscan.io 
Wireless, or Medit® i600®. 

NEW!
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If you prescribe as little as seven 
crowns per month, fastscan.io 
practically pays for itself. Scan the 
code to calculate your ROI and see 
how much you can save.  www.fastscan.io  ■  844-949-7184


